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Experimental and theoretical analysis of the multiphonon excitation probability for Einstein-like
modes in atom-surface scattering
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The probabilities of multiple excitation~multiphonon transfer! of decoupled, oscillating adsorbates on a
surface via impact by an atom or molecule are discussed using a dynamical scattering model, and comparisons
are made with helium scattering results for carbon monoxide adsorbed on metal surfaces. The scattering model,
which contains no free adjustable parameters, is shown to predict correctly the angular dependence of the
distribution of the multiphonon excitations in addition to the variation with incident energy and adsorbate
frequency. Furthermore, the model is used to calculate the excitation probability of other vibrational modes that
have not yet been observed using helium-atom scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple surface-phonon excitation processes are an
portant step in the accommodation of impact energy in ato
or molecule-surface interactions.1 These processes aid in th
sticking of particles on the surface and are crucial to h
transfer between the gas and solid phases, particularly at
temperature and large particle mass.2 Many studies have
been performed for scattering from clean, well-ordered s
faces, particularly using helium-atom scattering~HAS!,
where the surface-phonon modes are dispersive, resultin
broad energy-transfer distributions.3 On the other hand, a
substantial number of HAS studies have shown that, w
only a small fraction of the surface covered with adsorb
molecules or atoms, the phonon characteristics of the sur
become dominated by dispersionless, Einstein-like pho
modes due to vibrations of the isolated or decoup
adsorbates.4–7 This arises because these modes often h
frequencies lower than the zone-boundary frequency of
clean surface Rayleigh and in-plane phonon branches, an
are easier to excite and annihilate during the scattering
cess for a large range of momentum transfers. In addit
the low frequency of these modes facilitates multiple exc
tion ~multiphonon transfer!, which manifests itself as over
tones of the fundamental frequency in energy-resolved
periments.

In this paper, we investigate the angular distribution of
multiphonon energy-transfer processes involving adsor
molecules for a range of incident conditions. A simple mo
containing no freely adjustable parameters is used to ana
the experimental results for carbon monoxide adsorbed
both Cu~001! and Pt~111! surfaces, for which all of the vi-
brational and adsorption parameters have been well cha
terized. The scattering model considers the momentum tr
ferred to a diffusely scattering adsorbed molecule with
hard-core potential by assuming that the helium atom
parts a short duration impulse. In this way, very few assum
tions need to be made about the shape of the adsorbate,
interaction potential with the surface and the helium ato
Thus, the lack of significant deviations of the measured s
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155410~14!/$20.00 63 1554
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tered intensities from the predictions of this model indica
that the details of the interaction potential are not importa

The adsorption of CO on Cu~001! ~Refs. 6 and 8–11! and
Pt~111! ~Refs. 5 and 12–14! has been extensively studie
and the vibrational frequencies and details of the scatte
from isolated molecules have been measured. In both ca
at low coverage, the CO molecule adsorbs in a vertical c
figuration with the carbon atom closest to the surface on
of a surface atom. Of particular interest in the present cas
the parallel frustrated translation mode, orT-mode, which
has a frequency of\v54 meV for CO/Cu~001! and \v
56 meV for CO/Pt~111!, about a factor of 8–9 lower than
the frequency of the next mode, which in both cases is
frustrated rotation. For comparison, the frequencies and
signments of the various modes and other useful quant
are given in Table I. In the present study, the multiple ex
tations of theT-mode are investigated for a range of incide
angle and energy combinations. The angular data prov
useful information on the scattering form factor, or shape

TABLE I. Comparison of the vibrational frequencies and oth
physical properties of carbon monoxide adsorbed on the Cu~001!
and Pt~111! surfaces.

Property Designation CO/Cu~001! CO/Pt~111!

Frequencies~\v!

C-O stretch n1 258 meVa 261 meVb

M -CO stretch n2(S) 42.8 meVa 58 meVb

CO rotation n3(R) 35.3 meVa 51 meVc

CO translation n4(T) 3.94 meVd 6 meVe

Adsorption site On top On top
Adsorption energy Eads 0.7 eVf 1.5 eVg

Onset of desorption Tdes 150 K 400 Kg

Diffusion barrier Ediff 32 meVh 130 meVi

aReference 8. fReference 9.
bReference 12. gReference 13.
cReference 13. hReference 10.
dReference 6. iReference 14.
eReference 5.
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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the CO molecule, with respect to the hard-core incoher
scatterer used in the calculation, whereas the energy de
dence focuses on the range of available overtones, whic
related to the Bose and Debye-Waller factors. The differ
frequencies of the COT-mode vibration on Cu~001! and
Pt~111! also tests the applicability of this approach.

In this paper the details of the helium scattering appara
are presented in Sec. II followed by the experimental res
in Sec. III. The scattering theory is detailed in Sec. IV a
then compared with the experimental results in Sec. V. S
tion VI is a discussion of theoretical predictions for cond
tions under which the higher-energy vibrational modes mi
be observed, and the main conclusions are summarize
Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENT

The helium scattering apparatus15 ~HUGO II! has a nearly
monoenergetic beam formed by supersonic expansion of
from high pressure~up to 500 bar! through a 10-mm nozzle
into a high-vacuum chamber with a pressure
1024– 1023 Torr. The central section of the expansion is e
tracted using a conical skimmer with a 0.5-mm aperture
the angular divergence is subsequently refined using sev
differentially pumped stages. The incident beam energy
regulated via the nozzle temperature that can be varied in
range 20–450 K, producing energies from 4 to 100 me
The helium pressure in the nozzle was optimized to give
best energy resolution, typicallyDE/E'2%. For time-of-
flight ~TOF! experiments the beam is chopped into puls
using a mechanical chopper with pulse durations from 5
20 msec before striking the crystal surface, which is moun
on a six-axis manipulator in an ultrahigh-vacuum cham
with a base pressure of less than 5310211mbar. The helium
atoms scattered from the surface at a scattering angl
uSD595.76° with respect to the incident direction are me
sured using a magnetic-sector mass spectrometer mou
1.4 m from the crystal surface. TOF spectra are measu
using a homemade multichannel scaler, which is cycled
ing timing pulses from the chopper.

The Cu~001! and Pt~111! crystals were oriented to bette
than 0.25°, mechanically polished, and then cleanedin situ
with cycles of sputtering with Ar1 ions and annealing until a
sharp He specular peak and low diffuse elastic intensi
were observed. No impurities could be detected using Au
spectroscopy to within the detection limit ofQ;0.01, mea-
sured with respect to the clean surface atom density.
most of the present CO measurements the dosage was b
0.23 langmuir (1 langmuir51 L51026 Torr sec) correspond
ing to a CO coverage ofQCO50.028, as determined by th
attenuation of the specularly reflected intensity.17 Typical
measuring times for a time-of-flight spectrum were of t
order of 5–30 min.

III. RESULTS

In order to investigate the intensity distribution and in
dent energy dependence of the multiphonon processe
large number of TOF spectra were measured for a rang
15541
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incident conditions. In particular, the CO/Cu~001! surface
was studied because this system is well understood and
T-mode frequency has been measured in a number
studies.6,10,11,16–19To begin with, it is important to determine
whether the CO coverage has an influence on the m
tiphonon intensities because effects of clustering were
served at low coverages in a recent study.10 In Fig. 1, a series
of TOF spectra, converted to energy transfer, are shown
several different coverages of CO ranging fromQCO
50.005 toQCO50.088. As the coverage increases anot
peak can be seen, in addition to theT-mode multiphonons a
DE'6n34 meV, DE'5.2 meV. A previous study10 indi-
cated that this peak is due to interactions between CO m
ecules in close proximity, i.e., due to small CO clusters
the surface. This peak becomes significant at covera
aboveQCO'0.05 @Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!#.

To investigate whether the clustering influences the int
sity ratio between the fundamental and overtones of thT

FIG. 1. A series of helium-atom scattering inelastic time-o
flight spectra, converted to an energy-transfer scale, for a rang
CO coverages on Cu~001! at Ts550 K. The incident energy was
40.3 meV, directed along the Cu~001! @100# azimuth at an incident
angle ofu i528.2° in a fixed geometry in whichu f5uSD2u i with
uSD595.8°. The peaks at multiples ofDE564 meV are attributed
to the excitation of theT-mode of isolated CO molecules adsorb
at on-top sites and become stronger with increasing coverage.~d!,
~e! An additional peak atDE525.2 meV is visible at higher cov-
erages aboveQCO'0.05, which is assigned to excitations of sma
CO clusters.
0-2
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 155410
mode the intensities of the fundamental energy-loss (DE5
24 meV) and the first-overtone (DE528 meV) peaks were
extracted from the spectra in Fig. 1. The intensities
shown in Fig. 2. The intensities of the fundamental and fi
overtone exhibit a nearly linear increase with coverage u
QCO'0.03, above which the rate of increase is lower w
saturation occurring aboveQCO.0.06. Across the whole
coverage range studied the intensity ratio between the fu
mental and first overtone remains approximately constan
3. The linear increase is consistent with a simple increas
the density of scattering centers on the surface. The devia
from the linear behavior at coveragesQCO.0.03 can be in-
terpreted as scattering involving more than one scatte
center~CO molecule! due to close proximity. Thus, in orde
to avoid any coverage effects a coverage of less thanQCO
'0.03 is necessary. We have used a CO coverage ofQCO
50.028 for all of the following measurements.

Figure 3 shows several typical TOF spectra measu
with an incident beam energy of 66.6 meV and a surfa
temperature ofTs550 K for a range of incident angles fo
QCO50.028 on Cu~001!. The spectra show that the tot
scattered intensity decreases quickly for incident angles
from the specular peak (u i547.9°), as also shown in sever
previous studies.18,20,21 At the same time, multiples of the
fundamental T-mode frequency for CO/Cu~001! of \v
'4 meV ~Refs. 6 and 10! are observed to become muc
more dominant with the third overtone clearly visible
DE'216 meV.

The number of overtones excited becomes significa

FIG. 2. T-mode fundamental (n521) and first overtone (n5
22) energy loss intensities as a function of surface coverage fo
incident energy of 40.3 meV and an angle ofu i528.2°. The inten-
sities show similar monotonic increases with a constant ratio
I n521 /I n522'3 up to a coverage ofQCO'0.06 followed by a
slight intensity decrease.
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larger for higher incident energies, as shown in Fig. 4. In t
case, the incident angles are approximately the same bu
beam energy increases from 20.0 to 83.5 meV for the sa
surface temperature ofTs550 K and CO coverageQCO
50.028. At 20.0 meV three energy-loss peaks can be
tected whereas at 83.5 meV the seventh energy-loss p
~sixth overtone! is clearly visible and the eighth peak is ju
visible above the noise. Thus, the number of excitations
not directly proportional to the incident beam energy. Ho
ever, higher overtones may be hidden by the increased b
ground level and the resulting statistical noise, which is d
to the enhanced Cu~001! surface multiphonon processes
higher beam energies.22 It is also worthwhile noting that the
measured multiphonon excitations are perfectly harmonic
to the seventh overtone, to within experimental error. T
provides some clues as to the nature of the interaction of
helium atoms with a surface, as will be discussed later.

In addition to the measurements of CO/Cu~001!, TOF
spectra were obtained for a low coverage (QCO'0.03) of
CO on Pt~111! under similar scattering conditions. The CO
Pt~111! T-mode frequency was determined in earli
measurements5,14 to be \v56 meV, 50% higher than tha
for CO/Cu~001! and thus provides a useful comparison. F

an

f

FIG. 3. Several helium time-of-flight spectra, converted to
energy-transfer scale, for a CO coverage ofQCO50.028 on
Cu~001! and a range of incident anglesu i with u f5uSD2u i . The
surface temperature wasTs550 K and the incident energy wasEi

566.6 meV. Multiple excitations of theT-mode peak atDE56n
34 meV become dominant features of the spectra as the inci
angle is increased.
0-3
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MUBING LI, J. R. MANSON, AND ANDREW P. GRAHAM PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 155410
ure 5 compares TOF spectra measured under nearly ident
scattering and temperature conditions forQCO'0.03 CO on
Cu~001! and Pt~111!. The spectra for CO/Pt~111! exhibit
fewer overtones than those for CO/Cu~001!, as expected for
the higher vibrational frequency. However, the distributio
of intensity with energy transfer~intensity envelope! is simi-
lar in both cases, taking into account the larger peak width
the CO/Pt~111! T-mode vibration due to the shorter
lifetime14 compared to CO/Cu~001!.10 Also shown in Fig. 5
as solid curves are the theoretical calculations as discus
below in Sec. V.

IV. THEORY

A. Differential reflection coefficient

An appropriate starting point for a general treatment
inelastic scattering between a projectile and a many-bo
target is the quantum-mechanical transition rate, or gener

FIG. 4. A series of helium-atom scattering inelastic time-o
flight spectra, converted to an energy-transfer scale, for a CO c
erage of QCO50.028 on Cu~001! and incident energies ofEi

520.0, 66.6, and 83.5 meV. The surface temperature wasTs

550 K and the incident angle is approximately constant in th
range u i574.7° – 77.9°. At 20 meV the second overtone of th
DE524 meV T-mode peak atDE5212 meV is just visible,
whereas the seventh overtone is observed for an incident energ
83.5 meV. The substantially increased background at higher in
dent energies is due to multiphonon excitations of the Cu~001! sub-
strate phonon modes.
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ized Fermi golden rule, for the projectile to scatter from t
initial state of wave vectork i to the final statek f , which is
given by23,24

w~k f ,k i !5K 2p

\ (
$nf %

U^nf ,k f uT uk i ,ni&U2d~Ef2Ei !L ,

~1!

whereuni& is the initial many-body state of the unperturbe
target,($nf %

is a summation over all final states of the targ

T is the transition operator,Ef and Ei are respectively the
final and initial energy of the entire system of target pl
projectile, and the angular brackets^ & signify an average
over all initial target states. In atom-surface scattering
measured intensities are usually differential reflection coe
cients, which are obtained from the transition ratew(k f ,k i)
on multiplication by the density of final scattering states
follows:

dR

dV fdEf
5

L4

~2p\!4

m2uk f u
kiz

w~k f ,k i !, ~2!

v-

e

of
i-

FIG. 5. Comparison between the TOF spectra for helium s
tered from CO on Cu~001! and Pt~111!. The scattering conditions
are nearly identical; the incident energies are 40.3 and 40.2 m
and the incident angles areu i528.2° and u i527.9° for CO/
Cu~001! and CO/Pt~111!, respectively. The coverage wasQCO

'0.03 and the surface temperatureTs550 K in both cases, and the
spectra have been converted from flight time to energy trans
Note that the peak width for the CO/Pt~111! T-mode atDE5
26 meV is larger than that for CO/Cu~001! due to the shorter vi-
brational lifetime. The solid curves are the calculations discusse
Sec. V.
0-4
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 155410
where m is the mass of the projectile atom andkiz is the
component of the incident wave vector perpendicular to
surface.

A general expression for the transition rate for the f
transition operator can be obtained in the semiclassical li
This involves making the approximation that the collision
fast in comparison to phonon periods and that it is suffici
to expand the interaction potential through terms linear in
atomic displacements. These approximations have been
tified in detail in connection with development of mu
tiphonon exchange in atom-surface scattering, and have
shown to be valid through extensive comparison with exp
mental measurements.24–27 The result is the following form
for the transition rate:

w~k f ,k i !5
1

\2 ut f i u2e22W~k f ,ki !

3E
2`

1`

dt e2 i ~Ef2Ei !t/\eQ~k f ,ki ;t !, ~3!

whereQ(k f ,k i ;t) is a generalized displacement correlati
function and 2W(k f ,k i)5Q(k f ,k i ;t50).27 In the semiclas-
sical approximation of quick collisions, i.e., collision time
that are short compared to a vibration period, the tim
dependent correlation functionQ(k,t) becomes the displace
ment correlation function

Q~k f ,k i ;t !→Q~k,t !5^k•u~0!k•u~ t!&, ~4!

wherek5k f2k i is the scattering vector, and the argument
the Debye-Waller factor is

2W~k!5Q~k,t50!5^@k•u~0!#2&. ~5!

In Eq. ~3! the energiesEf andEi are, respectively, the fina
and initial kinetic energies of the scattered projectile. T
factor ut f i u2 is the form factor that depends on the nature
the scattering center and the interaction potential. The fo
factor is discussed in more detail in Sec. IV B.

In the case of a vibrational displacement having only
single dispersionless Einstein mode of frequencyv, Eqs.~3!
and ~4! can be evaluated together, and the result is a ge
alized temperature-dependent Poisson series that prod
multiphonon overtones.28 This expression appears as fo
lows:

d3R~k f ,k i !

dEfdV f
5

m2

~2p\!4

uk f u
kiz

ut f i u2e22W~k!e22WT~DK !

3 (
a52`

1`

I uauS DK2\

MAv
An~v!@n~v!21# D

3S n~v!

n~v!21D a/2

d~Ef2Ei2a\v!, ~6!

whereI a(z) is the modified Bessel function of ordera, ut f i u2

is the form factor,DK is the component ofk parallel to the
surface,MA is the effective mass derived from the norma
mode analysis of the CO adsorbate as shown in Sec. I
andn(v) is the Bose-Einstein function given by
15541
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n~v!5
1

e\v/kBTs21
. ~7!

The Debye-Waller factor arising from the contribution of th
adsorbateT mode is given by

2WT~DK !5
\DK2

2MAv Fn~v!1
1

2G , ~8!

while 2W(k) is the contribution to the Debye-Waller facto
arising from the substrate modes, which for a Debye mo
of the substrate vibrations has the familiar high-temperat
limit given by

2W~k!5
3\2k2Ts

MCkBQD
2 , ~9!

whereMC is the mass of a substrate atom. However, in
calculations presented here we used the fully quantu
mechanical form of Eq.~9!, which includes zero-point mo
tion of the substrate lattice.27 The analysis of the scatterin
intensity measurements in this manuscript is based prima
on Eq.~6!, and we note that this result contains a full trea
ment of the adsorbate recoil because the zero-point motio
treated correctly throughout.

B. The form factor

In order to calculate the adsorbate multiphonon peak
tensities accurately, the choice of a suitable form factor,
adsorbate shape, needs to be considered. In the semicla
limit, the form-factor amplitudet f i is given by the transition
matrix for scattering by the elastic part of the interacti
potential extended off the energy shell,27 thus permitting the
form factors derived from elastic scattering experiments a
calculations to be used for the present inelastic scatte
calculations. A complete form factor contains all the deta
of the scattering interaction including multiple scatteri
from the adsorbate and surface, the He-adsorbate pote
and the He-metal surface potential. These details typic
make a full form factor difficult and time consuming t
compute.29 Fortunately, in previous work on the scattering
He atoms from adsorbed CO, it has been shown that both
elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections are determ
largely by scattering from the hard repulsive core of the C
Furthermore, this core is well approximated by a hard he
sphere for the scattering of He from isolated CO on clo
packed metal surfaces.20,21,30

Using these established ideas, a simple model for the f
factor for the present problem can be developed based on
scattering from a hard sphere. In standard treatments,
scattering from an isolated scattering center is described
an asymptotic wave function of the form

C i→eiki•r1
f ~u,f!

r
eiki r . ~10!

For a hard sphere of radiusa, the form factor f (u), as a
function of the scattering angleu, is given by the following
well-known expression in the Kirchhoff limitkia→`,31
0-5
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f ~u!52
ia

2 H i expS 22ik ia sin
u

2D
2kiaS 11cosu

kia sinu D J1~kia sinu!J , ~11!

whereJ1(z) is the first-order Bessel function. The use of t
Kirchhoff approximation is justified for the present case b
cause the incident wave vectors range from roughly 6 to
Å21 and the hard-core radius of the He-CO potential is ab
2.3 Å; thuskia.10 for all incident energies. The first term
on the right-hand side of Eq.~11! is called the illuminated
face contribution and it produces uniform scattering intens
at all angles, while the second term is the Fraunhofer con
bution.

If the adsorbed CO is modeled by a hemisphere on
otherwise flat, mirror surface, then one must account for
possibility of double scattering events involving scatteri
from the hemisphere plus a reflection with a concomit
phase change ofp by the flat surface. This is readily effecte
by adding to Eq.~11! a second term that accounts for th
double scattering processes from the flat surface. For
simplest case of scattering in the sagittal plane, and fo
fixed angleuSD between the incident beam and the detec
direction, the scattering form factor becomes

f S5 f ~p2uSD!2 f ~u f2u i !, ~12!

whereu i andu f are the incident and final scattering angl
with respect to the surface normal, respectively.

The form factor corresponding to this model is given
ut f i u2}u f Su2, which consists of an envelope governed by t
Fraunhofer term at small parallel momentum transferDK
and by the constant illuminated face contribution at la
DK . It also contains interference terms called ‘‘reflecti
symmetry oscillations’’ because of their similarity in orig
to the symmetry oscillations observed in identical parti
scattering.20

An even simpler approximation to the form factor is
use only the envelope function, which is given by

ut f i u2}u f S~u!u2}H 11
4k i

2

pa

1

uDK u3J . ~13!

This simple form factor combines the two essential featu
arising from hard-core scattering, which are the Fraunho
contribution that varies asuDK u23, and the illuminated face
contribution, which is a constant. It is a function of both t
final and initial energies through its dependence on the
allel momentum transferDK . Equation~13! is the form fac-
tor that is used in the analysis of the data in Sec. V belo

C. Normal-mode analysis

In order to obtain the effective massMA of the CO mol-
ecules for each of the vibrational modes a normal-mo
analysis for the modes of CO adsorbed on a Cu~001! surface
was made. A model adequate for the purposes of the ana
presented here is the simple ball-and-spring model show
Fig. 6. This model leaves the vertical and horizontal mot
15541
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of the carbon and oxygen atoms uncoupled. For vertical m
tion the spring of spring constantkC

z represents the carbon
metal bond and a second with spring constantkO

z represents
the C-O bond. For the horizontal motion, springs with co
stantskC

x and kO
x connect the carbon and oxygen atoms,

spectively, to the surface vertical, and a thirdka
x is an angle-

bending spring that tends to restore the carbon and oxyge
a straight-line configuration with respect to the bonding po
on the surface.

The normal-mode analysis for such a system is straig
forward. For the horizontally polarized modes, a satisfact
match of the 4-meVT mode and the 35.3-meVR mode is

FIG. 6. A schematic diagram of the ‘‘ball-and-spring’’ mod
used for the normal-mode analysis for the vibrations of an isola
CO molecule. For the calculations presented herekO

x was taken to
be zero.

TABLE II. Comparison of model calculations with experime
for the isotope shifts of theT- and R-mode frequencies for CO
Cu~001!, with respect to the frequency of the12C16O isotopomer,
based on the model of Fig. 6.

Isotope

T-mode shift~%! R-mode shift~%!

Expt.a Present calc. Expt.a Present calc.

12C18O 24.58 22.64 20.98 21.68
13C16O 20.76 20.28 23.12 22.72
13C18O 25.09 23.76 23.93 24.46

aReference 10.
0-6
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obtained withkC
x 5620.7 amu meV2, ka

x56166.8 amu meV2,
andkO

x 50. These two frequencies can also be matched w
a large range of values ofkO

x .0 with a concomitant smal
reduction in the values of the other two constants, but
simplest choice ofkO

x 50 has been used here. This mod
also predicts the measured isotope shifts in the frequen
well, as shown in Table II.

The relative amplitudes of the carbon and oxygen vib
tional amplitudes are expressed in terms of the polariza

FIG. 7. A series of helium-atom scattering inelastic time-
flight spectra, converted to an energy-transfer scale, forQCO50.028
CO on Cu~001! at Ts550 K. The incident energy was 20.0 meV
The incident angles range fromu i560.4° to u i574.7° with u f

595.8°2u i directed along the Cu~001! @100# azimuth. The experi-
mental points are shown as circles while the solid lines are
results of the theory discussed in the text.

TABLE III. Comparison of model calculations with experime
for the isotope shifts of theS-mode and C-O stretch mode freque
cies of CO/Cu~001! with respect to the frequency of the12C16O
isotopomer, based on our model of Fig. 6.

Isotope

S-mode shift~%! C-O stretch-mode shift~%!

Expt.a Present calc. Expt.a Present calc.

12C18O 22.08 23.58 22.21
13C16O 20.94 21.61 22.35
13C18O 23.04 25.02 24.63

aReference 10.
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vectorse(b,k,n), whereb is the Cartesian direction index
k is an integer denoting the atom, andn is an integer denot-
ing the mode number. For the low frequencyT mode this
model givese(x,O,T)/e(x,C,T)511.67, while for theR
mode it givese(x,O,R)/e(x,C,R)520.719.

The time-dependent displacement correlation function
a harmonic system such as this is given by

^uk
b~0!uk8

b8~ t !&5(
n

\

2NAMkMk8vn

e~b,k,n!e* ~b8,k8,n!

3$@n~vn!11#e2 ivnt1n~vn!e1 ivnt%,

~14!

whereMk is the mass of thek th atom,vn is the frequency of
the n th normal mode, andN is the total number of modes
Equation~14! shows that the effect of the polarization on th
expression of Eq.~6! for calculating the intensities can b
treated through introduction of an effective mass. As d
cussed above in Sec. IV B, the adsorbed CO molecule ca
represented by a hard hemispherical profile, which deri
mainly from the hard core of the oxygen atom, on a hard
surface. This simplifies the calculation because it can be
sumed that the only term of Eq.~14! that enters into the
calculation of the Einstein mode intensities of Eq.~6! is that
for the time-dependent correlation of the oxygen ato
with itself. The effective mass of the oxygen atom
MA5MO/ue(x,O,n)u2, whereMO is the mass of an oxygen

e FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, except with the incident energy at 40
meV, and incident angles fromu i528.2° tou i538.8°.
0-7
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atom, and consequently, the effective mass for theT mode
can be taken to beMT5MO/ue(x,O,T)u2516 amu/0.8592

521.7 amu. Similarly, for theR mode an effective mass o
MR5MO/ue(x,O,R)u2516 amu/0.5842546.96 amu can be
obtained.

For the vertically polarized mode, a match to the 42
meV Smode and the 258-meV C-O stretch mode is obtain
with kC

z 553 394 amu meV2 and kO
z 5437 781 amu meV2.

Therefore, the effective mass for theS mode is MS
5MO/ue(z,O,S)u2516 amu/0.7212530.02 amu. The calcu
lated isotope frequency shifts of theSmodes and C-O stretc
modes are given in Table III.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Since in the present work we are mainly interested in
probabilities for inelastic scattering from the adsorbed m
ecules, the broad substrate multiphonon background u
the adsorbate vibrational peaks was subtracted from the
perimental TOF spectra to leave just those peaks. This
accomplished by subtracting a smooth curve fitted to
intensity between the adsorbate inelastic peaks from e
spectrum. The resulting background-subtracted data is sh
in Figs. 7–10.

In order to test the hypothesis that the form factor
inelastic scattering from CO on metal surfaces can be
proximated by simple scattering from a hard hemisphere,
calculations using Eq.~6! were first performed for a constan

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7, except with the incident energy at 6
meV, and incident angles fromu i556.3° tou i576.0°.
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form factor ut f i u251. To compare the results of the calcul
tions, which are a series of energyd-function peaks, with the
experimental measurements, the calculated spectra w
broadened with a fixed-width Gaussian function, where
width was fitted to the experimental resolution. These cal
lations were fitted to the background-subtracted data by m
tiplying each calculation by a normalization coefficien
where the intensity matching was made, in most cases, u
the fundamental energy-loss peak~i.e., then521 phonon
creation peak!. This results in a fit to the experimental dat
which, for each individual TOF spectrum, is essentially
zero-parameter fit. This is because the differential reflect
coefficient of Eq.~6! with a constant form factor has n
adjustable parameters aside from the Debye-Waller temp
ture appearing in the substrate Debye-Waller factor 2WS(k),
which is well known to beQD5220 K from previous work
on clean Cu~001! surfaces.22

The resulting normalization coefficients, which conta
information about the form factor, are shown for each of t
four incident energies in Fig. 11. Presented alongside
coefficient points in Fig. 11 are the form-factor curves d
rived using Eq.~13! and a radius ofa52.3 Å ~solid lines!.
This value of the radius is well established from previo
investigations of the elastic scattering of He from CO
Cu~001! and other metal substrates21 and, consequently,a
cannot be considered to be a freely adjustable parameter.
simple form factor given by Eq.~13! matches the trend of the
normalization points quite well for all four incident energie

.6

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 7, except with the incident energy at 8
meV, and incident angles fromu i556.3° tou i576.0°.
0-8
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It is seen that with scattering at incident angles near
specular condition atu i547.9° the intensity rises sharpl
due to theuDK u23 term at smallDK in the form factor,
while for large incident angles the intensity saturates t
smaller constant value that can be attributed to the illu
nated face contribution from hard-core scattering. Thus,
observed angular intensity dependences are well represe
by the form factor in Eq.~13!, justifying its use together with
Eq. ~6! to simulate the TOF spectra including the mome
tum-transfer dependences of the intensities.

The results of the complete calculations are shown
Figs. 7–10~solid lines!. In the process of this final calcula
tion with the new form factor it was still found to be nece
sary to multiply each calculated curve by a renormalizat
factor N close to unity in order to obtain the best fit. Th

FIG. 11. The experimentally obtained intensity of then521
CO/Cu~001! T-mode phonon creation peak compared with the fo
factor of Eq.~13! for the incident energies~a! 83.4 meV,~b! 66.6
meV, ~c! 40.3 meV, and~d! 20.0 meV. The experimental intensit
is plotted as circles and the solid line is the theoretical form fac
for a hard-core radius ofa52.3 Å.
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need for this final renormalization is obvious from Fig. 1
because, although the calculated form factor of Eq.~13! fol-
lows the observed intensities quite well, the points are s
tered about the theoretical curve. The value of the fi
renormalization constant is shown in each TOF plot. It
seen that these final calculations with the form factor of E
~13! agree rather well with all of the TOF experimental da
measured.

The reason for the residual fluctuations of the inelas
intensities compared with those calculated using the sim
form factor is well understood: The characteristic signat
of scattering from an isolated adsorbate, whether elastic
inelastic, is a supernumerary rainbow oscillation in the d
ferential reflection coefficient caused by multiple scatter
between the adsorbate and the surface substrate.18,20,21,30

These oscillations are ‘‘reflection symmetry oscillations
and they are most easily observed in experiments that fol
the intensity of a single selected multiquantum overtone p
as a function of parallel momentum transferDK . They also

r

FIG. 12. Comparison of the calculated inelastic multiphon
intensity ~thick solid line! with experimental data~circles! for Ei

540.29 meV and selected incident angles.~a! shows the results of
the calculations without including the scattering form factor of E
~13! while ~b! shows the same calculations including this factor.
u i528.2°, which is far from specular conditions, the form factor
seen to have little effect. However, atu i541.3° and 43.3°, which
are close to specular and where the Fraunhofer term is domin
the form factor has an important effect in bringing the calcula
intensities for the inelastic overtone peaks into agreement with
periment. The two peaks marked L~longitudinal resonance! and R
~Rayleigh mode! arise from the substrate vibrations.
0-9
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affect the measured results in this current set of experime
measurements. However, because the current observa
were taken at rather widely separated values of incid
angles, the measurements are not sufficiently dense to ex
these oscillations. The small differences appearing in Fig
are clearly due to these oscillations about the envelope fu
tion given by Eq.~13!, which explicitly excludes these re
flection symmetry oscillations.

In Figs. 7–10 it is apparent that often the experimenta
measured zero-loss peak is substantially larger than the
culation. This is because contributions to this peak come
from other sources, for example, the diffuse elastic scatte
from defects and other impurities on the surface.

The importance of the form factor is illustrated in Fig. 1
which shows TOF spectra forEi540.29 meV at three differ-
ent incident angles. The left-hand panels show the ba
ground-corrected data together with calculations using a c
stant form factort f i51, while the right-hand panels sho
the same data with calculations obtained with the form fac
given by Eq.~13!. The two peaks in the experimental da
marked L and R are, respectively, the longitudinal resona
and the Rayleigh mode arising from the substrate vibratio
At the incident angle ofu i528.2°, which is far from the
specular position and at which the parallel momentum tra
fers for all observable overtone peaks are rather large@and
hence the form factor of Eq.~13! is nearly constant#, there is
little difference between the two calculations. However,
the two other incident angles that are much closer to spe
lar, the values ofDK are much smaller and there is a lar
difference between the two calculations because theuDK u23

term in the form factor has a big effect and varies stron
from peak to peak. However, as shown in the right-ha
panel of Fig. 12, when the form factor of Eq.~13! is included
in the differential reflection coefficient, the results agree w
with experiment. This agreement is important confirmat
of the fact that Fraunhofer-like scattering from the hard
pulsive molecular core is the most important term in t
-

he

ng
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form factor describing inelastic scattering from adsorb
CO.

The applicability of the present theoretical approach w
further tested by comparing the calculations obtained w
Eqs. ~6! and ~13! for CO/Cu~001! with CO/Pt~111!. The
T-mode frequency of CO/Pt~111! is \v56 meV, 50%
higher than that for CO/Cu~001!, thus providing a useful
comparison, as shown in Fig. 5 for two TOF spectra m
sured for similar scattering conditions. As for CO/Cu~001!,
the present theoretical model accurately describes the in
sity ratio between the observed inelastic peaks, which,
these particular scattering conditions, are the fundame
and first-overtone energy-loss peaks and the fundame
energy-gain ~phonon-annihilation! peak of the 6-meVT
mode. The good quality of the fit provides additional supp
for the present theoretical model.

VI. PREDICTIONS FOR THE R AND S MODES

In the present experimental measurements, and in pr
ous investigations,5,6,10,11,30no evidence for excitation of the
R or S modes has been reported using He-atom scatte
from CO adsorbates on either Cu or Pt surfaces. It is
interest to examine the question of why this is the case w
the present theoretical model in order to see if experime
conditions can be predicted under which these two mo
might be observed.

Including theR andS modes in the theoretical model o
Eq. ~6! is relatively straightforward. Since these modes ha
frequencies considerably larger than theT mode, it is ex-
pected that their intensities will be small and only the fir
order energy-loss contribution needs to be included, whic
equivalent to calculating these intensities in a first-ord
Born approximation. However, higher-order overtones, a
even cross-term contributions involving the simultaneous
change of combinations ofR-, S-, and T-mode quanta, are
readily calculated within this formalism. The differential re
flection coefficient for the scattering, including only the firs
order contributions for theR andS modes, is
d3R~k f ,k i !

dEfdV f
5

m2

~2p\!4

uk f u
kiz

ut f i u2e22WT~DK !e22WR~DK !e22WS~kz!e22W~k!H (
a52`

1`

I uauS DK2\

MAv
An~v!@n~v!21# D

3S n~v!

n~v!21D a/2

d~Ef2Ei2a\v!1I 1S DK2\

MRvR
An~vR!@n~vR!21# D S n~vR!

n~vR!21D 21/2

d~Ef2Ei1\vR!

1I 1S kz
2\

MSvS
An~vS!@n~vS!21# D S n~vS!

n~vS!21D 21/2

d~Ef2Ei1\vS!J , ~15!
s,

e
a-

s.
where exp$22WR(DK )% is the contribution to the Debye
Waller factor arising from theR mode, exp$22WS(DK )% is
the contribution to the Debye-Waller factor arising from t
S mode, and exp$22WT(DK )% and exp$22W(k)% are, as be-
fore, the contributions to the Debye-Waller factor arisi
from theT mode and substrate modes, respectively.
Using the parameters for the existing experimental result
namely, a total scattering angle ofuSD595.8° and incident
energies up to 100 meV, Eq.~15! together with Eq.~13! does
not predict significant inelastic peak intensities for either th
R or S modes, in agreement with the experimental observ
tions. In fact, from the form of Eq.~15! it is clear why the
high-energy modes have such small scattering intensitie
First, the larger frequencies forvR and vS make the argu-
0-10
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ments of both the Bessel function and the value of the Bo
Einstein factor considerably smaller, making the intens
much smaller than that for theT mode despite the couplin
of the S mode to the larger perpendicular component of
momentum transferkz . Second, for theR mode, as discusse
in Sec. IV C above, the normal-mode analysis gives a vib
tional amplitude for the oxygen atom vibration o
e(x,O,R)/e(x,C,R)520.72, as opposed to a value
e(x,O,T)/e(x,C,T)51.7 for theT mode. For theR mode
this translates into a large effective mass for the oxygen a
MR5MO/ue(x,O,R)u2516 amu/0.5842546.96 amu, signifi-
cantly reducing the calculated intensity and the contribut
of the Debye-Waller factor. Similarly, as expected, it
found that the effective mass for theS mode is close to
the mass of the whole CO molecule, about twice the m
of an oxygen atom,MS5MO/ue(z,O,S)u2516 amu/0.7212

530.78 amu, which also tends to make the intensity of t
mode smaller.

In particular, for theR mode, as noted earlier, the asso
ated momentum transfer is the parallel component, while
the S mode it is the perpendicular component. This has t
important effects: First, the conditions in which theR mode
would produce large intensities, i.e., large parallel mom
tum transfers, will also be very favorable for the exchange
T-mode phonons. Thus, the lower frequency and smaller
fective mass for theT mode make it dominant. Further, th
Debye-Waller contribution due to theT mode will make both
theR- andS-mode contributions small. This effect will mak
it particularly difficult to observe theR mode, and probably
explains why it has not yet been reported in He-atom exp
ments.

The perpendicular momentum transferkz associated with
the S mode should, on the other hand, help to make its
tensity large. In the experiments shown in Figs. 7–10
parallel momentum transfers are small and range up to
Å21, while the perpendicular components are typically larg
than 10 Å21. Since these momentum transfers enter
squared terms in Eq.~15! this difference is substantially
magnified. Thus, it would, at first, appear that theS-mode
scattering intensity should be most observable under co
tions in which the perpendicular momentum transfer is ma
mized and simultaneously the parallel momentum is m
mized so that theT-mode contribution to the Debye-Walle
attenuation is small. For the present experiments, this wo
correspond to incident angles near specular and a small a
uSD between the incident beam and detector, rather than
present angle of 95.8°.

A number of calculations were, consequently, made us
Eq. ~15! for realistic experimental geometries, which we
anticipated to show theS mode for CO/Cu~001!. Figure 13
shows the predicted TOF spectra for incident helium-at
energies ranging from 50 to 100 meV and a small incid
angle of u i522.5°, with the detector placed atu f52.5°,
makinguSD525°. The calculations are scaled to represen
realistic incident beam flux by interpolating between the n
malization factors for the experimental data given in Fi
7–10. Thus, the calculated intensities shown in Fig. 13
expected to represent realistic values realized for the pre
experimental apparatus with a smaller total scattering an
15541
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Under these conditions theS-mode peak at DE
5243 meV exhibits a total integrated intensity relative
that of the sum of all in-planeT-mode overtones ranging
from '25% atEi550 meV to'50% atEi5100 meV. On
the other hand, theR-mode peak, while clearly visible in the
calculations, is no larger than the smallest of the no
negligible T-mode peaks. As the incident energy increas
from 50 to 100 meV the relative intensities of both th
T-mode and theS-mode peaks increase, but for theR mode
this increase is much less apparent. Note that the width
the S- and R-mode peaks in Fig. 13 were chosen to be t
same as that of theT-mode overtones, which is approx
mately the energy resolution of the experiment.

Consequently, we can conclude from the calculations t
the S mode should be observable under conditions in wh
the parallel momentum transfer is small and the perpend
lar momentum transfer is large, i.e., high incident energ
and small incident and final scattering angles. However
the parallel momentum transfer is non-negligible, even if i
significantly smaller than the perpendicular momentu
transfer, the Debye-Waller factor due to theT mode will be
so small as to severely damp out theS-mode intensity. TheR
mode, on the other hand, is predicted to be difficult to o
serve under almost all experimental conditions because l
parallel momentum transfers are needed. Thus, as a resu

FIG. 13. A series of calculated helium-atom scattering inela
spectra using realistic incident beam fluxes for isolated CO
Cu~001! at Ts550 K. The incident angle isu i522.5° and the scat-
tering angle isu f52.5°, corresponding touSD525°. The incident
energies range from 50 to 100 meV. In addition to theT-mode
multiphonons atDE'6n34 meV, atDE'235 meV the contri-
bution of theR mode appears, and atDE'243 meV the contribu-
tion of theS mode is observed as well.
0-11
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the high frequency and higher effective mass of theR mode
and the significantT-mode multiphonon creation for larg
DK, the Debye-Waller factors for theR mode are small,
resulting in lower intensities.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, detailed experimental results for
multiple excitation of the parallel vibrational modes of C
adsorbed on Cu~001! and Pt~111! have been presented. Th
angular distribution of intensity into the multiphonon pea
was described in a simple way by a comprehensive scatte
theory using only the most basic aspects of the interac
between helium atoms and the adsorbed molecules on
surface. From a detailed comparison between the experim
tal results and theoretical calculations, the following conc
sions can be drawn:

~1! The multiphonon intensity distribution is describe
well using a self-consistent theory that is, essentially, a g
eralized temperature-dependent Poisson distribution m
plied by a form factor that describes the interaction betw
the probe particle and the surface. It was shown that, fo
large range of scattering conditions, the form factor can
reduced to a simple hard-core profile and, in addition, t
the overall features of the scattering can be reproduced
ignoring multiple scattering. Furthermore, because the
tails of the hard-core profile had been determined in ear
elastic scattering measurements, there were no freely ad
able parameters and the calculations could be performedin-
dependentlyof the present experimental results. There are
freely adjustable parameters because the theoretical re
depend only on the masses, the mode frequency, the h
core radius of the He-CO interaction potential, and the s
strate Debye temperature, all of which are well establis
by other independent experiments. As an additional po
the results depend only very slightly on the substrate De
temperature because the substrate Debye-Waller factor
very little effect.

~2! The effective mass of the molecule for each vibrati
must be taken into account. For the present cases of
Cu~001! and CO/Pt~111! this was achieved using a ball-an
spring model and fitting the force constants to the kno
isotope shift measurements. The good fit of the scatte
theory to the experimental data showed, in addition, that
helium atoms probe the motion of the oxygen atom, wh
sits furthest out from the metal surface.

~3! The overtones of theT mode for CO/Cu~001! ob-
served with HAS are equally spaced in energy and exhibi
observable increase in peak width with overtone number
particular, then528 T-mode peak or seventh overtone w
observed at an energy loss ofDE5232 meV. Since other
experiments have shown that the CO/Cu~001! lateral poten-
tial is quite anharmonic and the diffusion barrier is on
about 30 meV,10 the observed multiphonon excitations d
not appear to be those of single molecules. This can be
derstood by considering that, just as in the case of hel
diffraction, single helium atoms interact with an area of t
surface corresponding to the coherence width of the hel
wave packets, which is equivalent to the coherence width
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the helium beam. With use of a typical coherence width
300 Å and the experimental CO coverage ofQCO50.03, it
can be seen that each helium atom interacts with about
CO molecules. Thus, even though the CO molecules are
lated, in the sense that there is no significant multiple sc
tering between them, this work provides strong evidence
the multiple overtone energy transfer clearly must be a c
lective quantum effect. In other words, these overtones
true ‘‘phonon’’ modes, i.e., they are collective oscillation
involving a very large number of adsorbed CO molecul
Such a collective and coherent interpretation of the inela
phonon loss spectra is consistent with a coherent quan
picture of the elastic diffraction of He atoms, and inde
small first-order diffraction peaks due to the two-dimensio
lattice gas nature of the rarefied CO coverage are obser
just as they have been observed in previous experiment
low coverages of CO on metal surfaces.20

However, the present interpretation of the multiphon
inelastic exchange as a coherent phenomenon involv
many CO adsorbates is clearly open to objections. Alter
tive explanations, not invoking a coherent scattering eve
can be developed on assumptions that the incoming He a
scatters with only a single CO adsorbate and exchanges
energy with only that one adsorbate, or the incoming
atom scatters successively with several CO adsorbates
multicollision process and exchanges energy with several
sorbates.

The main argument presented here against a localized
teraction with a single CO adsorbate is the absence of
observable anharmonicity in the measured overtone spe
even up to large overtone numbers. A secondary argume
that coherence in the incoming beam over distances enc
passing large numbers of CO adsorbates is clearly eviden
by the observation of small diffraction peaks. With respec
the question of anharmonicity, the barrier for CO diffusio
on this same Cu~001! surface has been measured to be
610 meV,10 which is comparable to or even smaller than t
n'8 quanta orDE'32 meV of energy loss observed he
under favorable incident conditions. However, the measu
ments of the dynamic diffusion barrier that were carried o
at temperatures of over 100 K may not represent well
actual many-body potential well of the adsorbed CO at
lower temperature of 50 K used in the present measureme
Clearly, it is conceptually incorrect to discuss the diffusi
barrier in terms of a static potential due to the substra
especially in a case in which the barrier is small. The therm
diffusion barrier is the transition point along an effectiv
reaction coordinate in the multidimensional space of v
many degrees of freedom of the CO and its surrounding
atoms. Thus the diffusion barrier may correspond to a v
unusual configuration such as large thermal excursions
surrounding substrate Cu atoms. Such configurations ma
less probable during a scattering event, especially one
lower temperatures. Thus it is possible that mobility of t
CO after direct impact is quite different from that observ
in thermal diffusion, an argument in favor of nearly ha
monic and large-quantum-number energy transfers to
single adsorbate. However, in contradiction to this argume
there are He-atom scattering measurements of both
0-12
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T-mode overtone linewidths and the small shift in mode f
quency as a function of surface temperature that show
this same CO/Cu~001! system exhibits some anharmonici
even at temperatures as low as the 50 K used here.32

Multicollision processes, in which the incoming He pr
jectile makes successive semiclassical collisions with sev
CO adsorbates and exchanges only a small number of qu
at each collision, are a possible explanation for the abse
of observed anharmonicity in the overtone peaks. Howe
the large average distance of greater than 10 Å between
adsorbates at the low coverages used here makes such
sions unlikely. The nearly linear increase in the inelas
T-mode intensities up to CO coverages of approximately 6
as exhibited in Fig. 2, is consistent with the assumption
isolated scattering centers with no multiple collisions. T
nonlinear coverage dependence of the inelasticT-mode in-
tensities at coverages greater than 6% implies that mult
scattering is occuring only at coverages greater than th
used in this work. The absence of multiple collisions is a
confirmed by independent measurements and calculation
the elastic differential scattering cross sections for He-a
scattering from similar low-coverage CO/Cu~001! sur-
faces21,30 and by earlier work on the elastic total cross se
tions of isolated CO adsorbed on a Pt~111! substrate.17,33

These earlier calculations of both differential and total cr
sections for He-atom scattering from isolated CO adsorb
on Cu~001! agreed well with the measured cross sections
low adsorbate coverages comparable to those used here
the comparison gives no evidence for multiple collisions
He with more than one CO. The calculated differential cro
sections provide a way of estimating the multiple-collisi
intensities in terms of successive single collisions, and s
estimates indicate that the multiple scattering contribution
the elastic cross section is significantly less than 1%. Si
the same hard-core scattering interaction is predomina
involved in both the elastic and inelastic scattering p
cesses,21,30 it appears unlikely that multiple collisions play
significant role in the inelastic scattering.

~4! The present theory has shown why, under the pres
experimental conditions, theS- and R-mode vibrations of
adsorbed CO have not been observed to date even for ex
ments using incident energies considerably higher than
energy loss associated with these modes. It was found
due to the near 90° geometry of current HAS experime
the ratio of parallel to perpendicular momentum transfer
-
l
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vors the creation ofT-mode multiphonons at the expense
the higher-frequency modes. It was shown that small in
dent and total scattering angles are more favorable
S-mode phonon creation, whereas theR mode is expected to
be weak under almost all scattering conditions, and proba
undetectable.

It is also of great interest to note that the present theo
ical formalism provides a very clear method for the determ
nation of the mode characteristics of vibrations with u
known polarizations, provided an appropriate form factor
known. For isolated molecules, such as CO at low covera
the hard hemispherical potential leads to a form factor t
depends on the parallel momentum transfer according
uDKu23 for intermediate values 0.3 Å21 &uDKu&2 Å21.
For low surface temperatures the Debye-Waller terms in
~6! tend to unity and the singleT-mode phonon creation ca
be described by theI 1 modified Bessel function, which is
proportional touDKu2. Thus, for intermediate parallel mo
mentum transfers the fundamentalT-mode intensity should
follow a roughly uDKu21 dependence. For a total scatterin
angle close to 90° the perpendicular momentum transfekz
varies little with DK and theS-mode intensity is, conse
quently, dominated by the form-factor term in Eq.~15!, lead-
ing to a uDKu23 dependence for intermediateuDKu. Thus,
the fundamentalS-mode peak intensities are expected
show a strong decrease in intensity asuDKu is increased
away from specular, whereas theT-mode dependence is an
ticipated to be much weaker.

Finally, we would like to point out that the theoretica
model used to analyze the present experimental results is
limited to the scattering of helium from specific adsorba
systems. The ease of application of this approach means
it can be used to predict the interactions of other molecu
with different adsorbates for a Maxwell-Boltzmann distrib
tion of incident energies that are typical for realistic system
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